INSTRUCTIONS

INTERSTITIAL “ISD”

THE AMAZING WATER HOG® ECONOMY PRICED-ISD MAKES YOUR UNWANTED WATER EXTRACTION A BREEZE!!

• SIMPLY INSERT YOUR ISD INTO THE INTERSTITIAL RISER AND LET IT REACH THE BOTTOM.

• REMOVE AFTER ABOUT 5 MINUTES.

• IF THE ABSORBENT SOCK IS SATURATED, YOU MAY CHOOSE TO DETACH IT FROM THE SNAP RING, ATTACH ANOTHER, AND SEND IT BACK DOWN THE RISER TO ABSORB ADDITIONAL WATER.

• WATER HOG® activates rapidly on contact with water. Keep dry until use.

• Easy disposal—simply let air dry, or more rapidly, by cutting open and emptying contents into a pan or tub. Accelerate drying by sprinkling table salt on the wet gel - in minutes it becomes watery liquid.

• BEFORE USING WATER HOG® CAREFULLY READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS

• Use HI-STD 2 foot & 4 foot WATER HOG® to remove water & sheen fromSUMPS & UNDER-DISPENSER CONTAINERS. Use our TANK DRY™ TOOL IN FUEL TANKS. Use our SPILL BUCKET WIZARD™ for Spill Buckets. Always avoid jerking/tugging when lifting/removing ALL WATER HOG® models. Please comply with all local, state & federal disposal regulations. USA & INTERNATIONAL PATENTS PENDING.

• QUESTIONS? CALL 877-500-7745 ext. 700 TO LEARN MORE, GO TO MYWATERHOG.COM
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